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This Spanish grammar is specifically designed for adults with limited learning time. It covers the most important Spanish grammar points in the clearest way possible, focusing on the phrases that you are likely to use. All rules are represented by common phrases, and hints are included throughout the book on how to
replace difficult constructions with simpler constructions. All major aspects of Spanish grammar are presented in logical order: vocabulary and vocabulary building; word grammar; how to convert a positive sentence into a negative sentence; how to form questions; Nouns, propositions, ragings, adverbs; How to conjugate
verbs in major traction; How to use auxiliary verbs, prepositions and infinitives; Useful phrases and lexical points. A section is dedicated to defining all grammatical terms used throughout the book. Not a simplified grammar, it's a grammar chosen for adult use. It can be used alone, either as an introductory course or as a
refresher, or as a supplement to a record period. Its recognition list of over 2,500 words that are either the same or roughly the same in Spanish and English offers probably the easiest way for you to build your vocabulary, for you will discover that you are already using so many words that change with little change in
already good Spanish pronunciation. This is the only place where this useful teaching device is available. Ship availability in 24 to 48 hoursISBN 100486207803ISBN 139780486207803Author/EditorSeymour ResnickForm Number of pages 12 8Dimensions5 1/2 x 8 1/2Page 2 Add to WishlistThe companion suitable for



tourists and business travelers in France and other places where French is spoken, the book offers fast, effective communication. More than 10 basic words, phrases and sentences cover everything from asking for directions and renting a car to ordering dinner and finding a bank. Designed as a quick reference tool and
easy study guide, this inexpensive and easy-to-use book offers perfectly up-to-day terms for modern telecoms, idioms, and slang. Content is arranged for quick access to phrases related to greetings, transportation, purchases, services, medical and emergency situations, and other essential items. A manual ionotic
pronunciation guide accompanies each phrase. Dover Original.AvailabilityUsually ships in 24 to 48 hoursISBN 100486476200ISBN 139780486476209Author/EditorHeather McCoyPage Count128Dimensions5 x 8Product Review Top reviews Most recent Top reviews ¡Hola! Buenos Días.Buenas Noches.Adiós.Can you
still remember when you learned your very first set of Spanish words? You might have taken a class, listened to a podcast or downloaded an app, and it was exciting, right? You are getting your paws wet in a whole new language and you find yourself laughing silly Spanish butcher faster than Meat shop down the block.
you were learning new words every day . In fact, you were learning so many vocabulary that you could actually understand some statements from native speakers. That's cool, huh? But do you want to take the next step? Do you want to give up the full power of vocabulary that took you hours to master, and sound normal
to native Spanish speakers? yes? great. So let me introduce you to Spanish grammar, grammar is a special element in the language; Without grammar, your formidable vocabulary list simply sounded like the cheat sheet you go to the grocery store. Here are five important lessons on noun gender, contraction,
pluralization, noun pairing and basic verb. Consider this your salt and pepper lesson from Spanish, the basics that you started on the road to dominance. But before we begin, I want to give you a short introduction on why Spanish grammar can sometimes be tricky.     3 Reasons Why Spanish Grammar Can Tricky1.
Spanish is a gender-based language in Spanish, a woman's cup. What do you say? Yup. Like German, French and Russian, Spanish nouns have gender. Now this always sounds a little strange for English speakers, a language that diminished the evolution of those gender nouns around 1200 p.m. We are often caught
applauding, how can a feminine cup be?! (cup – la taza). We think it may be curves found in a cup that make everything girly. We hold the assumption until we find out that Table (La Mesa), with its completely direct features, is also considered feminine. We are so accustomed to thinking about gender humanly that
forgetting noun genders in Spanish are actually grammatical sexes, not sex. This means that genders are assigned not because it looks like a girly or masculine object, but often because of the last letter of the noun. (We'll have more to say later.) With a gender-based grammar, instead of having a world for nouns, you
now have two: masculine and feminine. Everything is simpler in English. Take the article, for example. We use it whether we refer to book or magazine: book and magazine. But in Spanish, a book (Libero) is considered masculine and is a women's magazine (revista). So in Spanish we say, el libro (book) and la revista
(magazine). For collector names, we'd say, Les Liberous and las revistas, while in English you'd still just use (books, magazines). In short, Spanish is more exciting.2. There are a number of exceptions to the rules imagining that you are in your car waiting for the green light at the intersection. it was a good day , and you
cant wait to go to work . It was you. Steering and stepping on gas awaiting the green light. Then suddenly the light gets purple! what do you do? You've never seen that one before. Is he still staying? Or did you jump out of the car and dance macarna? That's how you get when you come up with grammar exceptions.
They tickle your funny bones and make you feel like dancing. For example, in nominal genders, the general rule is that nouns ending in o are masculine and the names that lead to A are feminine. It looks straight forward, you say? Wait 'until you meet words like El día (day), El Mapa (map) and El Colima (weather) that
break those rules. Then what are you doing? As usual, you commit them to memory.3. You heard Spanish verbs about mazdas, right? We mazda a verb to determine when and who performed the action. By reshaping the verb, we can show, for example, that the action has been performed in the past. Let's make the
word walk as illustration. We can conjugate it by adding -ed to form the word walk. Then we know that walking was done in the past. By fusion of verbs, we can determine the tension, number, person, mood, sound, aspect and familiarity (formal/informal) of the action. Calm down, right? What it is, with Spanish, there are
a lot of irregular verbs. So for those verbs, you just have to learn unique Mazdagos. But with enough practice and enough mistakes, you can absolutely come to grips with these challenging Spanish verbs. And actually, they're not as bad as they might seem; English verbs are actually a more tricky tone (but you already
know, your lucky). Enjoy basic grammar learning with FluentUOne is a way to get to know these topics is to soak them up through attractive, real-world content. how to? With FluentU.FluentU takes real-world movies, such as music videos, commercials, news and inspirational talks, and turns them into Spanish learning
experiences. Other sites use scripted content. FluentU uses a natural approach that helps you ease into Spanish and culture over time. You learn Spanish as it is actually spoken by real people. FluentU has a wide range of videos - topics like football, TV shows, business, movies and even magical realism, as you can
see here: FluentU brings native movies available with interactive transcripts. You can tap in every word to look at it instantly. Each definition has examples written to help you understand how the word is used. If you see an interesting word you don't know, you can add it to a vocabulary list. Check out a full interactive text
under the Conversation tab, and find the words and phrases listed under Vocab.Learn all the vocabulary in each video with fluentU's strong learning engine. Swipe left or right to see more examples of the word you're in. The best part is The song is from the vocabulary that you are learning, and it recommends you
samples and videos based on the words you have already learned. Every learner has a really personalized experience, even if they learn the same video. Start using FluentU on the website with your computer or tablet or, better yet, download the app from iTunes or google play store and experience fluentU's innovative
learning language into your iOS and Android device. Now that we know three reasons why Spanish can sometimes be tricky, plus how to learn this grammar with FluentU, let's look at these five grammar lessons you should know for every Spanish beginner.5 Spanish grammar lessons all beginners need on their
shelf1. GendersOkay noun rules, let's roll the ball with nouns. We now know that the noun in Spanish is either feminine or masculine. We use the article L for masculine nouns and la for women's nouns. So the question arises, How do we know if the name that's staring at us is feminine or masculine? well, it's much
easier to live because they actually have real genders. So you are called an el profesor male master and a woman called la profesora. You call a male cat El Gatto, and a female cat, La Gatta. But what about cars, books, tables and chairs that are not sexually biased? How do we know if they're masculine or feminine? A:
Look at the last word. The words La (feminine) words that end in a, d, z, ión and umbre are usually feminine. Words that end in aLa manzana (apple)La piscina (pool)La cabeza (head) [Exceptions: some words that end up in -ma, -pa, and -ta, such as El Colima, El Mata, El Planet that are originally Greek.] Words leading
to d (Among the families -dad, -tad, -tud)La salud (health)La ciudad (city)La libertad (freedom)La juventud (youth)Words ending in z (including the -triz and ez families)La actriz (actress)La vejez (old age)La emperatriz (empress)Words ending in ión (the -cion, -sión, -gión families)La estación (station)La profesión
(profession)La religión (religion)Words ending in umbreLa costumbre (custom)La pesadumbre (sorrow)La lumbre (fire)Words that were originally feminine in form , but have been shortened over the years.la disco, from la discoteca (disco)la foto, from la fotografía (photography)la moto, from la motocicleta (motorcycle)la
tele , from la televisión (television)The El Words (Masculine)Words that end in o, e, accented vowels (á, é, í, ó, ú) and consonants (except d, z and the ión family) are masculine. Words that end up oEl dormitorio (bedroom)El carro (car)El banco (bank)words that ends in e -umbre, some -ie and -ente) El verde (green)El
catorce (fourteen)El equipaje (the luggage)Words that end with accented vowels (á, é, í, ó, ú)El sofá (couch)El café (coffee)El rubí (ruby)El champú (shampoo)Words that end in consonants (except d, z and the ión family)El país (country)El amor (love)El exámen (test)El corazón (heart)That's it! Follow these general rules
and you are well on the way to dominating the gender of the Spanish noun. Remember: Resist the temptation to look for object features that make it feminine or masculine. Instead look at the last letter(s) of the word.2. Witt plurality rules a minute! Did you notice anything in the first grammar lesson? look at the words
again . The nouns were all in their singular form. But what if you want to talk about the book and not just a book? If you want to describe a lot of people, and not just a man? What good is the name if it doesn't reflect the actual number of objects that exist? Let's treat this, okay? Here we will do magic, and with a blink of
an eye, one will become many, and singular nouns will become their cousins. To do this, you need to change two things: change el → los or la → las change the noun in its sum form, according to the rules. Here are the rules (again note that they add everything to letters at the end of the word):A. If the name ends in
vowk, s. El libro → los libros (books)El gato → los gatos (male cats)La casa → Las casas (houses)La manzana → las manzanas (apples)B. If the name ends in a alignment, add es. El papel → los papeles (papers)El rey → los reyes (kings)La ciudad → las ciudades (cities)La estación → las estaciones (stations)C. If the
noun ends in an z, change z → c and add es. La actriz → las actrices (actresses)La luz → las luces (lights)La vez → las veces (times)D. If the noun ends in -ión, add es (don't forget to drop accents written in ó!) La sección → las secciones (sections)La televisión → las televisiones (televisions)La conversación → las
conversaciones (conversations)E. When the group you are referring to includes a combination of both males and females, use the male collector form.2 Hermanos (brothers) + 2 Hermanas (sisters) = 4 Hermanos (siblings)1 Gattu (male cat) + 9 Gatta (female cat) = 10 Gatus (cat)Do you hang out of it? With these five
simple rules, you can create magic with all those nouns and convert one to a lot of .3. The rules of contraction and the Spanish-speaking relationship are smooth. No, I don't mean they can kill a woman with words, (although it may well be). I mean, they hire. That rolls words smoothly out of the tongue. thats where there
are contractions and fusion changes . They make the Spanish sound very slick, and they can also make you sound very cool. Interested? i bet you are . Contractions in Spanish include two propositions A and D. a = to, at, from, by, on, for, uponde = of, about, on, because of, by, atHere is the one rule for
contractions:When a or de comes before the masculine article el, the two are contracted.a + el = alde + el = delSo if we want to say John got on the train, we have [Juan subió a] + [el tren], which together is:Juan subió al tren. Likewise, to say this car is neighboring, we'd like [Es el carro d] + [el vecino], which is
together:Es el carro del vecino. You better lose the tongue, right? lets tell you the contractions now lets move on . These are words used to link words, phrases and other clauses. Here we are interested in Spanish words for or:y(and)o(or)here are the rules:A. If y follows the word that begins or looks like i, then y to e
changes. (This is for a good reason, because y and i sound very similar.) [Padre y] + [hijo] is: Padre e hijo (Father and son)[Cruel y] + [inhumano] is: Cruel e inhumano (Cruel and inhumane)Try pronouncing them without the conjunction changes, And you'll understand why the Spanish wisely changed the y to e. B. If o is
looking for a word that begins or looks like o, then it becomes u. [Sujeto o] + [objeto] is: Sujeto u objeto (Subject or object)[Ayer o] + [hoy] is: Ayer u hoy (Yesterday or today)So you want to sound cool? Master these contractions and connections and you will be a step closer to its smooth Spanish silky dominance.4. Noun-
adjective PairingNow rules Let's turn our attention to sermons this time. You remember school, right? Words that describe things? So for example, if you want to describe what a tennis ball looks like, you use descriptions like small, round and green. Does he keep coming back to you? good! So let's talk about Spanish
insects. For this lesson, there is only one rule that governs all noun pairing, and this is: the waving must match their nouns in both numbers and genders. So in order to present the correct demented form, you need to look at two things: gender and number. If the name is feminine and singular, it must also be obligatory. If
it's masculine and compact, it should also be a dhehen form. They have to be a solid collection, think of testimonials as waiters who are at the beck and the call of names. Take the moist (red) rozhou as an example and let's apply it in different nouns of gender and number. Notice how it changes as it seeks and the
number of his target names . El libro rojo (red book) - manzana roja (red apple) - feminine, singular Libros rojos (red books) - masculine, pluraldy las manzanas rojas (red apple) - feminine, pluralDid you realize that? Do you see the four shapes of Rozhou as he tries to pair himself with the noun? Rojo, rojas, rojas, did you
hear how they rhyme? (It's a cool thing about Spanish. everything starts to rhyme.) Let's give another example: interesante (interesting). El chico interesante (interesting boy)La chica interesante (interesting girl)Los chicos interesantes (interesting boys)Las chicas interesantes (interesting girls) In this case, there are only
two forms of the suits (interesante and interesantes) because the form is the same for both male and female sex. As a tip, remember this: descriptions that lead to -e and the symen have only two forms. The symongs that lead to -o and -dor have four forms. Always remember, he must play me by names. Okay, let's go to
the final lesson in this post, it's related to verbs.5 Did you remember that you were a child and that verbs were banned from your home? You were forbidden from all that big action because Mom always said, Don't jump! or Don't run! you wanted to do all this verb, but Mom said you were too young at the time. Well, you're
not very young right now. Verbs are actually vital to your linguistic health. You probably already know that verbs are a challenging topic in Spanish. But don't worry, in this beginner lesson we will only deal with regular verbs (a.s. friendly). The irregular ones we want to deal with are different in. Before we begin, I have to
remember the Spanish pronoun. Basically there are three. They are grouped according to their end. We have -ar, -er and -ir verbs. Check out some verbs from each category:-ar: hablar, preguntar, trabajar, comprar, juntar-er: correr, comprender, responder, vender, aprender-ir: partir, existir, vivir permitir, decidirAll of the
verbs above are in their purest state (called the infinitive). Infinitives in English start with the word to (to jump, to run, to understand, etc.). Remember -ar, -er and -ir because these letters are dropped from the verb when we start conjugating. Well, why don't we? So let's start by going through each of the six different topics
with the following three verbs for example:hablar (to talk)correr (to run)partir (to leave)1. Yo (I):AR: habloER: corroIR: partoYo hablo inglés. (I speak English) 2. Tú (you unofficial):AR: hablasER: corresIR: partes¤Tú hablas inglés? (Do you speak English?) 3. Enl (he), (she), usted (you-formal):AR: hablaER: correIR:
parteElla habla inglés. (He speaks English) 4. Nosotros/nosotras (we):AR: hablamosER: corremosIR: partimosNosotros hablamos inglés. (We speak English.) 5. Vosotros/vosotras (you-informal, plural):AR: habláisER: corréisIR: partísNote: Be careful to remember the accents!¤Vosotros habláis inglés? (Do you guys
speak English?) 6. Ellos/ellas (they), ustedes (you're official, collectors): AR: hablanER: correnIR: partenEllos hablan inglés. (Speak English.) Regular current verb shapes easily to maintain. You just follow the rules and hit a home run, so that's all! Whoa, that was word of mouth, right? We've covered a lot of terrain, and
from identifying noun genders, studying pluralization and contraction rules, to noun-verb pairs and ultimately to mazdaj verbs. You have to master these five grammar lessons if you ever want to take Spanish to the next level. Keep them on your shelf as your basics- salt and pepper from the World of Spain- and watch as
your collection grows! If you liked this post, something tells me that you love FluentU, the best way to learn Spanish with real-world movies. Experience Spanish immersion online! on line!
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